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Wall Street woes take toll on students

Inside

THE VISTA Some fear they will have to leave USD if crisis persists
ANNETTE GARCILAZO
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The passing of the economic
bailout plan by Congress has
shown that the United States
is experiencing the adverse ef
fects of an economy in reces
sion. For college students, the
repercussions of this economic
crisis are confusing and uncer
tain.
The average college stu
dent must struggle with the
rising cost of tuition as well
as the added strain on personal
finances. For example, an
increasing number of college
students are looking to stay
on-campus rather than finding
off-campus housing. Some
students are holding down
multiple jobs while maintain
ing a full course load and
many students are cutting back
on non-essential spending.
In a series of interviews
regarding the current financial
crisis, most USD students ex
pressed that they were being
challenged by the current state
of the economy in one way or
another.
Junior, Ashley Graham
says that she is being affected
both directly and indirectly.
She feels it is more difficult
to qualify for student loans
than in the past: "If the econ

omy was in a better condition,
then [the institutions] would
be more willing to give out
loans," Graham said.
She also mentioned that
her parents have been strug
gling to pay the bills and that
it has become more difficult
for them to put extra money
aside for college expenses as
the economy continues in its
downward spiral. When asked
whether this would play an im
portant factor in her decision to
continue her education at USD
next year, she responded, "It's
even affecting me this year. I'm
not sure if I'll have to transfer
to another school for next se
mester." Her remark was in
reference to the financial aid
programs which Graham ex
presses, "are
not
paying
enough
to
be of help to
me."
Sopho
more Nicole
Russo
re
ports that she
has had to alter her spending
habits: "My parents are actu
ally discouraging me from
going home because of the
gas prices," Russo said. She
added that she is careful not to
overspend on luxuries. In re
gards to her decision to remain

at USD, she is determined to
return, even if it means cut
ting back o n
s o m e
non-essentials.
The
eco
nomic woes of
our country are
evident through
these students,
but what are the
effects for USD
international
students?
Freshman Mannat
Sra, an international stu
dent from India, stated that
although she made her deci
sion to attend USD before the
economic crisis, the American
economy has actually indi
rectly benefited her: "Because
of the drop of the dollar and
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the exchange rate being what it
is, I'm actually paying less to
come here," Sra said. This may
not be true for all international
students, but it certainly shows
that other countries are being
influenced by the economic
downfall of the United States.

Mannat
ex
plains
that
as the stock
market in the
U.S.plummets,
so does the
See WALL,
page 3

Pirates sieze cargo
CERN plans to
ships in Somali waters bring LHC online I
ANDREW KHOURI

STAFF WRITFR
In the modern industrialized
world, pirates are often associ
ated with a period of human
history when the ocean was
the final frontier of explora
tion. Images of the infamous
Blackbeard, eye patches and
life on the high seas in the
18th century are the first that
come to mind. Currently, the
act of piracy is perhaps more
appropriately associated with
illegally downloading media
content. However, the original
phenomenon of piracy is alive
and "well, especially around
Africa near the coast of the
nation of Somalia. These pi
rates have recently become
more emboldened in their op
erations as seen when the MV
Faina, a Ukrainian cargo ship,
was hijacked. At the time, it

was carrying $33 million in
battlefield arms, including 33
tanks, while traveling to a port
city in Kenya.
International experts and
news organizations have al
leged that the arms were ulti
mately destined for the south
of Sudan, a charge the Kenyan
government denies. Southern
Sudan is recognized as being
autonomous from the Khar
toum government, the ruling
government institution
in
Sudan, according to the Com
prehensive Peace Agreement
signed in 2005.
Mohamed Osman Aden, a
Somali diplomat, said, "This
is not a Somali problem. This
is an international problem.
Shipping across this entire
region is imperiled by piracy."
The United States and
See PIRATES, page 2

RUBIN RESNICK

CHIFF COPY FDITOR
The European Organization
for Nuclear Research (CERN)
is the group responsible for
the construction and operation
of the largest and most tech
nologically advanced science
experiment in human history,
the Large Hadron Collider.
The CERN research center is
comprised of 20 countries, 18
of which are member nations
of the European Union. Ac
cording to Office of Science
under the U.S. Department
of Energy, the purpose of the
LHC is to observe and deter
mine the nature of the Higgs
boson particle, nicknamed
the "God particle," which is
thought to give all matter in the
universe mass. Furthermore, if
the Higgs boson particle is ob
served during experimentation

as
predicted,
then its exis
tence will com
plete the Stan
dard
Model
of
particle
physics, which
describes the
fundamental
interactions
of
particles
as
currently
understood by
physicists.
The LHC,
planned
for
construction in
1993, was fi
nally activated
and underwent
preliminary
testing in early
September of
this year. As
See ATOM,
page 3
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Word of the day:
Maverick
^NNE SLAGILL
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NEWS EDITOR

The word "maverick" has been
quite popular recently in the realm
of politics. In fact, it seems to consti
tute the very backbone of Sen. John
McCain's political campaign. For
logophiles and political-types alike,
this phenomenon might raise a few
questions. From whence did the term
"maverick" come and what is its his
torical and social significance?
According to the New York Times.
Samuel Augustus Maverick was a
Texas ranch owner who broke the
mold by refusing to brand his cattle.
He was well known for this unique
practice and his contemporaries began
to use the term "maverick" to describe
anyone who did not bear another per
son's brand. The Merriam-Webster
Dictionary defines a maverick as "an
unbranded range animal" or "an inde
pendent individual who does not go
along with a group or party."
Descendants of Maverick have
criticized McCain for what they per
ceive to be his misuse of the term. Terrellita Maverick, a relative of Samuel
Augustus, told the New York Times.
"He's a Republican. He is branded."
Members of the Maverick family take
pride in the fact that they have been
long-time proponents of progres
sive politics. "I'm just enraged that
McCain calls himself a Maverick,"
said Terrillita, a member emeritus of
the board of San Antonio chapter of
the American Civil Liberties Union of
Texas.
Bloggers have criticized the New
York Times for one-sided coverage
of the Maverick family. The Maver
icks, they claim, epitomize the idea of
"branding." With a strong history of
progressive ties, it could be said that
the family famed for defying brand
ing has itself taken on a label. "They
[the New York limes] blew it because
anyone smart enough to write for them
knows full well that there is rich irony
here which demands to be pointed
out," Rabbi Brad Hirschfield wrote in
his blog, "Windows & Doors."
Other notable members of the
Maverick family include Fontaine
Maury Maverick, a two-term con
gressman who was accused of com
munist tendencies for his progressive
views. He is credited with coining the
word "gobbledygook," to express his
frustration at the complex verbiage of
bureaucrats. His son, Maury Jr., was
a lawyer who defended the rights of
atheists and draft-resisters.

22
1945 Argentine military 1836 Sam Houston is inau
officer and politician Juan gurated as the first President
of the Republic of Texas and
Peron marries actress Evita.
goes on to serve two terms.
1978 Australian civilian
pilot Frederick Valentich
1883 The Metropolitan
1979 The John F. Kennedy vanishes in a Cessna 182
Opera House in New York
library is opened in Boston,
over the Bass Strait south of
City opens with a perfor
Mass.
Melbourne.
mance of Gounod's "Faust."

1973 President Richard 1910 The hull of the Olym
Nixon rejects an appeals pic, sister ship of the Titanic,
court demand to turn over the launches from the Harland
Watergate tapes.
and Wolff Shipyard in Bel
fast, Ireland.

1929 The first
North
American transcontinental air
service begins between New
York City, New York and Los
Angeles, Calif.

1901 Annie Edson Taylor
becomes the first person to
go over Niagara Falls in a
barrel.

1970 The wreck of Con
federate submarine Hunley is
found off Charleston, S.C., by
pioneer underwater archaeol
ogist, Dr. E. Lee Spence, then
just 22 years old.

1977 The last natural case
of smallpox is discovered in
Somalia. The WHO and the
CDC consider this date the
anniversary of the eradication
of smallpox.

HISTORY.COM, LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Somali pirates will often hold hostages

Captives held for ransom are rarely hurt in negotiations
PIRATES, continued

Russia have both sent warships to the
region to safeguard boats that are not
properly equipped to defend them
selves. On Oct. 1 the Somali govern
ment gave foreign powers the author
ity to use force to combat pirates who
attempt to intercept trade vessels. In
response to this sanction, the United
Nations Security Council has
called on several countries
to send military support to
stop piracy around Africa.
Currently, there are six
U.S. warships assigned to
protect the Faina and
an additional NATO
force of seven war
ships have been autho
rized to help alleviate
situation.
ternational
Maritime
Lieutenant Nathan Christensen, a spokesman for the U.S. 5th
Bureau, 73
fleet in Bahrain, stated that the Navy ships
have been attacked and 19
is in contact with the crew on board have been hijacked since January; 11
the Faina and will not allow weapons ships are still being held.
to be brought ashore. The pirates who
The pirates, who attack unarmed
have seized the ship have lowered their shipping vessels, use high-speed skiffs
ransom, now asking for $8 million, to capture cargo ships. Negotiations are
down from an original demand of $20 usually held with the owner of a specific
million. Sugale Ali, a spokesman for the ship and typically end with a ransom
organization responsible for this terror pay off; captives are rarely hurt in such
ist act commented that "[they] are open negotiations.
to negotiations."
"The crew is holding up well," Ali
This year has seen a dramatic increase said, "Their chef still prepares their
in the number of incidents off of Soma food for them" and "they are healthy
lia's 1,880-mile coastline and the Gulf and have no worries. But of course,
of Aden. The Gulf of Aden, which con their main concern is when they will
nects the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean, gain their freedom. Their feelings are
is vital to shipping in Asia, Africa and typical of most hostages, no more, no
the Middle East. According to the In- less."

MARISSA WINKLER/THE VISTA
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public safety report
US University Center: At 9:03
a.m. Public Safety officers found
a vandalized emergency phone.
The emergency phone was pulled
off the wall and was hanging by
the wires.

responded to a report of a vehicle
theft from the West Parking
Structure. Upon investigation,
a commuter student had parked
and secured his vehicle in the
fringe-reserved area at 8:50 a.m.,
and noticed it missing at 2:45
p.m. Surveillance footage of the
vehicle shows it leaving the lot at
12:07 p.m., though the tinting on
the windows prohibited a clear
view of the suspect.

Off-Campus Mission Beach: At
1:54 p.m. Public Safety officers
took a report of a female resident
student who had been accosted
by two male suspects while in
the Mission Beach area. Upon
Missions Parking Structure:
investigation, one male attempted At 12:03 a.m. Public Safety
to restrict her movement with
officers responded to a report of
a crowbar, while another male
a suspicious individual that was
walking in the valley area. Upon
demanded her purse. A male
friend of the victim witnessed
investigation, a graduate student
the attempted armed robbery and „ had been using the Mission
was able to deter the suspects.
Fitness Center facilities, and
The female was able to get away was walking through the valley
without injury, and without
to return to his vehicle in the
giving the suspects any personal
Mission Parking Structure.
belongings.
Manchester Child Development
West Parking Structure: At 3:06
Center: At 9:09 a.m. Public
p.m. Public Safety officers
Safety officers responded to

Economy proves
problematic

Physicists seek
"God particle"
ATOM, continued

WALL, continued

stated on the CERN website, on Sept.
19, the LHC experienced a mechani
cal malfunction that leaked helium into
the underground tunnel that houses the
27-kilometer long particle accelerator.
This mechanical failure resulted from
a faulty electrical connection between
two of the accelerator's magnets.
The experiment that was originally
scheduled for late fall has now been
pushed back to February due to several
functional issues. The LHC operates
at a temperature of near absolute zero,
around two degrees Kelvin, which is
much colder than outer space, in order
for the superconducting magnets to
work properly. Because of this operating
temperature, the entire tunnel must first
reach room temperature before repairs
can be made and subsequently cooled
before experimentation can resume.
Further prolonging the initiation of
the experiment is the cost of energy that
peaks during the winter months. For
these reasons, the LHC will not be ready
for use until early spring of 2009.

stock market in India which could have
some effect on her budget in the near
future. For now, Sra said that she has
not had to change her spending habits
and the economy will not change her
decision to stay at USD.
Freshman Erin Nash believes the
economy is not causing any immedi
ate changes in her lifestyle. Even after
three years abroad in Thailand, she
states, "I've always been careful with
the way I spend my money so there
really is no difference from now and
then, here or there." Nash believes that
she will be able to remain at USD so
long as the government continues with
the programs that covered her costs this
year.
For most students at USD, the reced
ing economy has definitely shaped how
their families will budget expenses so
that they can make it financially to grad
uation. However, one can only imagine
what lies ahead for the seniors of USD
and what they will have to deal with in
the job market after graduation.

Public Safety: At 7:15 p.m.
Public Safety officers took a
report of a resident student
who wanted to file a complaint
against a San Diego cab driver.
Upon investigation, the female
student indicated that when
the cab driver dropped her off
on campus, he proceeded to
hug and kiss her on the cheek.
Public Safety contacted the cab
driver in person, and advised
him that the student would

Classifieds

Box Office Staff Lamb's Players Theatre is
looking for a motivated, problem solving,
quick thinking, clear communicator with
a sense of humor to be a part of its Patron
Services team. Must be able to represent the
theatre to the general public in a helpful,
courteous and professional manner. Must
have good communication and social skills.
Must be punctual and reliable. Comfort
working with computers necessary, experi
ence with Macs helpful. Pay is $10/hr after
an initial training period. Email cover letter
and resume to Susan Campbell (susan.
campbell@lambsplayers.org). Box Office
Manager, or fax to (619) 437-8904.
House Manager/Concessions Lamb's
Players Theatre is looking for an upbeat,
motivated, problem-solving person with a
sense of humor to work evenings and week
ends as part of its House Management and
Concessions staff. Must be 21 or older, able
to represent the theatre to the general public
in a helpful, courteous and professional
manner, solving seating issues, supervising
volunteer ushers, and Concessions. Back
ground with food service and a plus, but not
necessary. Must be punctual and reliable.
Pay is $10/hr after an initial training period.
Email cover letter and resume to Susan
Campbell (susan.campbell@lambsplayers.
org), Box Office Manager, or fax to (619)
437-8904.
Telesales Staff Lamb's Players Theatre
seeks a self-motivated person with positive
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Oct. 13 - Oct. 19

a report of a male that was
possibly exposing himself
near the Manchester Child
Development Center. Upon
investigation, the witness had
seen the male from the waist
up, and was uncertain if he had
been masturbating or urinating.
Public Safety made contact with
a transient male in the area that
partially matched the description,
though the witness was unable to
positively identify him.

Anne Slagill - News Editor

Business - (619) 260-4714

Thursday, October 23, 2008

be filing an official complaint
with the Metropolitan Transit
System. The cab driver willingly
provided his information.
Additionally, the cab company
has been contacted and advised
that this particular driver is not
permitted on the USD campus.

H(E) San Juan Hall: At 10:39 p.m.
Resident Assistants cited one
student for Hosting and MIP, one
student for MIP and theft of a
table belonging to the University
Center, three students for MIP,
and one student for IPA.
H9) Valley Area: At 9:11 p.m.
Public Safety officers noticed a
vehicle belonging to a resident
student with a back window
shattered. Upon investigation,
the vehicle had been parked near
the softball fields, and a foul ball
had struck the window during a
game. The student had already
received the contact information
for the responsible party.
attitude who desires opportunity to earn an
average of $18-$28/hr making outbound
subscription sales calls, selling Lamb's Play
ers' season tickets. Love of theatre a plus,
sales experience preferred but not necessary.
If you like people and have a charismatic
personality, you will be successful! Hourly
plus commission and weekly bonuses, plus
complimentary tickets. Evenings, Sun-Thur,
5:30-8:30. Email cover letter and resume to
Ed Hofmeister (ed.hofmeister@lambsplayers.org, or fax at (619) 437-6053.
HELP WANTED/JOBS:

Looking to build your own business while
in school? Love jewelry? PT or FT on own
time? Interested? Check website: www.
myparklane.com/tdietz Call (858)7745613/5614 or email terriandphil@myparklane.com.
Child Development Centers. Intern
ships available with U.S. Military Child
Development Centers in Germany, Italy,
England, Belgium and the U.S. (Florida
and Hawaii) January and February 2009.
Related college coursework and experience
required. Airfare and housing are paid and a
living stipend provided. Interns receive 12
hrs of college credit from UNI (graduate or
undergraduate) and are eligible to apply for
AmeriCorps funding. Make a Difference!
College of Education, School of HPELS.
Call Susan Edginton 319-273-5947 or susan.
edington@uni.edu for more information.
Please put INTERNSHIP-USD/CA in the
subject line of your email.

The Vista publication is written and edited
by USD students and funded by revenues
generated by advertising and a student
fee. Advertising material published is for
information purposes only and is not to
be construed as an expressed or implied
endorsement or verification of such
commercial venues by the staff or University.
The Vista office is located in the lower level
of the University Center, room 114B.
All inquiries should be sent to:
The Vista
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110
plimentary, all
The first copies of the newspaper are corncopies thereafter are 25 cents charge.
Opinions expressed in The Vista other than unsigned editorials are the opinions of the
writers or columnists and not necessarily those of The Vista staff.
Letters to the Editor can be submitted to The Vista office. Letters should be limited to
300 words and must be signed. For identification purposes, USD identification numbers
and writer's year must be included in the letter. The Vista reserves the right to edit
published letters. Any content sent to the editor will be considered for publication unless
otherwise stated.
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FALL IN Teach for America recruits at USD
SAN DIEGO
NICK MILLER
STAFF WRITFR

GIOVANNI GONZALES
CAMPUS FOCI IS CO-FDITOR

I may not be a meteorologist but one
thing that I can say for sure is that it fi
nally feels like fall in San Diego. As you
all know, San Diego is blessed with an
average temperature of 70 C, which is
why it is such a popular destination.
Yet, the past couple of weeks we have
had some pretty funky weather patterns;
one day it will be pouring rain, and then
the next day, it is blazing hot. I do not
know whether I should be wearing my
rain poncho or a t-shirt and shorts.
Finally, though, in the last couple
days, San Diego has been gifted with
one of the best seasons, fall.
*As a kid growing up in New Mexico,
I can remember anxiously waiting for
fall because it meant so many different
things, like the start of the Albuquerque
International Balloon Fiesta, which as
lame as it might seem to watch a bunch
of hot air balloons float up in the sky, it
was actually pretty cool.
It also meant that every morning I
could wake up and look at the leaves
changing colors on the trees in my back
yard and also on the mountain range
that looks over Santa Fe, the Sangre de
Cristo.
But most importantly, it meant that
Santa Fe and the rest of the state would
have the distinct smell of Chile roasting
and the brisk smell of summer coming
to an end and winter arriving.
For the past three years, fall hasn't
been quite the same as it used to be.
There hasn't been any roasting of Chile,
no balloons on the horizon and sadly
enough, not too many palm trees in San
Diego change colors. But this year is
different.
As I walk around campus, there is
something in the air that I can't put my
finger on, but I know it feels like fall. It
might be the fact that some leaves are
falling, and I go out of my way to make
sure that I step on them; it could also be
because as of late, the air has had that
distinct smell from my childhood.
To be completely honest, .1 don't
know why this year is different from the
past, but I know it is.
As you all go about campus and deal
with the hustle and bustle of life take a
chance to enjoy the small things in life
like making sure you crush that leaf to
a pulp or being creative while carving a
pumpkin. At the end of the day, it's the
little things that make all the difference.

The magazine Business Week just
named Teach For America "one of the
year's best places to launch a career."
If you are looking to really propel your
self onto a meaningful career path as
well as doing something amazing for
our country's future, you should look
at applying for a job with Teach For
America. They are working tirelessly
to eradicate educational inequality by
hiring motivated and qualified individu
als to teach in some of the poorest areas
of our country.
Teach For America seeks to hire both
recent college graduates and working
professionals. Once you have com
pleted your two-year commitment with
Teach For America, they actively help
you further your career through one of
their many partnerships. This organiza
tion has formal relationships with many
of the top companies in America like
Goldman Sachs, General Electric, J. P.
Morgan, Wachovia, Google and many
others. If your plans for the future take
you to graduate school before entering
the job market, Teach For America also
has formal relationships with more than
a hundred of the top graduate schools
in the country including Stanford, Yale
and Harvard.
"It's a really great organization
because you get to give back to your
community as well as further your own
career," Kim Skraby, a student who
works to promote Teach For America

on USD's campus said.
Teachers who work for Teach For
America, also known as corps mem
bers, will get to work and experience
firsthand what it is like combating one
of the greatest injustices in our society
today. Corps members who help stu
dents overcome the challenges that they
face are providing one of the greatest
assets we can give these children.
If you are interested in applying,
there are some prerequisites that must
be met. You must have a bachelor's

to become a corps member working in
Los Angeles, you would make between
$37,000 and $40,000 per year where as
a corps member who takes a job in St.
Louis would make between $32,000
and $36,000 per year because it is less
expensive to live in St. Louis than in Los
Angeles. In addition to the competitive
salary that corps members are offered,
Teach For America also offers some
great benefits such as comprehensive
medical, vision, dental and prescription
drug coverage. They also are paid for

"It's a really great organization because you
get to give back to your community as well as
further your own career."
Kim Skraby

degree by the time you start your first
day. So, if you are a senior that is
going to be graduating this May, apply
now. You must be graduating with a
minimum of a 2.5 GPA. This require
ment is set by the school districts and
the credentialing programs that Teach
For America uses. Finally, you must
be either a U.S. citizen, or have legal
permanent resident status. So, if you are
here with a student, work or tourist visa,
you can not apply at this time.
The Teach For America program pays
its corps members a salary, determined
by a sliding scale, which depends on
the cost of living in the city in which
they work. For instance, if you were

time off with up to three weeks paid
vacation, a paid winter break at the end
of December and 10 paid sick days.
Teach For America also offers a retire
ment package in which they will match
100 percent of the contribution that the
employee puts into their retirement ac
count. In addition to all of this, Teach
For America offers its corps members
three months of paid disability leave as
well as family and parenting benefits.
If this seems like a job that you
would be interested in pursuing, apply
right away. The deadline is on Nov. 7.
You can apply for Teach For America at
their website online at www.teachforamerica.org.

For more information regarding applications and deadlines, contact the following representa
tives by e-mail or phone:
Mark Dreschler- mdreschler-09@sandiego.edu 760-594-2620
Kim Skraby kskraby@gmail.com 760-505-6153
Ian McLellan ian.mclellan@teachforamerica.org

Keep Halloween costumes classy and creative

JILLIAN ANTHONY
STAFF WRITFR

Dear Jilla:
I want this Halloween to be the best
year ever! What are some great costume
ideas?
First, I'd like to welcome everyone
back to Dear Jilla. Email me your burning
advice questions at janthony@usdvista.
com.
Next, on to the costume ideas! My

idea of a good Halloween costume is
a whole lot of funny and a little bit of
cross-dressing. The girls currently read
ing this, probably about 86 percent 'of
you, will want to stop reading, because
nothing here will be as revealing or
sexy as you want it to be. Sorry to all
those planning on being a nurse or one
of those costumes made of two small
pieces of fabric labeled such things as
"school girl" or "aerobic instructor."
Classy.
No, the costumes that most impress
me are ones that are hilarious, fresh,
original and daring. Full-bodied zebras,
you are innovators amongst the herd.
Inflatable ostrich jockeys, what wit you
possess. Impersonators of buxom ce
lebrities in a humorous fashion, such as
sporting butt padding as J. Lo, I would
consider changing my name to J. Ant
for you. I marvel at your imagination
and bravery.

For the guys, I really want to see you
sporting wigs and stuffed bras. Don't
be a chicken. It will all be worth it in the
end. What's one of the top two things
women look for in a man? Sense of
humor. I'm sure I read that in Cosmo
one time. If you show up as Pamela An
derson with a set of pumps, I guarantee
you'll be getting laughs (with you not
at you) and lots of appreciative pats on
the back. Where those might lead, who
knows?
Finally, I want to share with you my
all-time favorite Halloween costume,
which I, myself, have not yet donned.
Santa Claus! Get it? Because it's not
Christmas; it's Halloween! Hilarious!
You can give out presents in the form
of candy.
The brilliance of it all is mind-bot
tling. You know, like what happens
when your thoughts get all trapped up
like in a bottle. I'm sure you all agree.
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San Diego prepares for a West Coast winter
color palette. 100 percent of the pro
ceeds of this go to Hope Shining, a non
profit that helps children impacted by
violence. This is the sunniest cease-fire
and surrender scarf on the market.
And while you are at it, ms. pacifist,
why not a peace treaty? No, I'm not
asking you to solve the situation in Iraq
(well, on second thought...) Dana Arbib
and Farah Malik head the company
which uses fair-trade and ethical means
of production for their scarves in Paki
stan. You can wear your heart on your
sleeve or your scarf, because a portion
of the proceeds are donated to the hu
manitarian organization, Counterpart.
And topping off this trio is Sir Alistair
Rai. Their dupattas and wraps are print
ed with Hinduist prayers and mantras:
Love, Karma, Truth, Peace and Kimset.
This line was inspired by leaders of pas
sive resistance and are hand painted in a
fair trade environment.
Now, normally I would feel a little
guilty about lusting for something made
by such an austere community. But, the
wonderful thing about Hinduism is they
support my fashion fixations and realize
that material wealth is one of the four
aims of life. Wealth, along with desire,
are all acceptable parts of human exis
tence. Sooner or later, we will realize
they will not lead to ultimate liberation
from suffering: a thing USD fashionistas understand when climbing up our
hills in heels. It seems the path to spiri
tual freedom may be better walked in
sandals and a scarf, of course!

SAMANTHA SHOREY
FASHION COIUMNLST
There are only so many accessories
that are loved by gang members and
USD girls alike. Overlooking the big
bling and tall t-shirts that look more like
caftans, we arrive at the be-all-end-all
of bandanas: the scarf.
The fashion world has been all tied
up with scarves since the 2004 resort
season where Prada and specifically
Marc Jacobs, who was then at Louis
Vuitton, both sent this versatile ac
cessory down the runway. Four years
later, from burka to bow tie, scarves are
back.
Scarves are the perfect medium be
tween boho and billionaire. Usually full
of rich color, they beg the wearer to play
with texture and challenge traditional
rules of matching.
They have been spotted with celeb
rities and collegiates. They're hip and
have a bonus: they will hide a hickey in

SAMANTHA SHOREY/THE VISTA

The latest fall fashion, scarves, will keep San Diegans warm this winter. Seniors Katy
Kilgore, Kacie Manisco and Caitlin Kavanaugh are prepared.

no time. They do call it necking, after
all.
So let's take a peak at some pretty
pashminas, with philanthropy at their
heart.

The Secrets of Charm, Safe Horizons
scarf has got the West Coast winter all
figured out. Emblazoned with a graphic
sun detail, it'll pop against your fall
grays'and still remain in your desired
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What is a lawyer?
A debater? A fighter?

Or more than that?
A creative problem solver.
A principled advocate.
A rigorous and versatile thinker.
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OPINION

Opinion Editor: Serge Seplovich
Asst. Opinion Editor: Angela Viens
sseplovich@usdvista.com

Dogs vs. cats San Diego sports teams on the decline

A

RYAN PLOURDE
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OPINION EDITOR
A road trip is an ideal situation to
sit back and think about vital issues
in one's life. This past weekend, I
chose to spend most of the drive sit
ting in the car thinking about one of
life's most important questions: cats
or dogs? But more important than the
simple one word response, 1 thought
about the reasons why.
Since I was a tiny tot, I have always
favored dogs over cats. I never really
had any particular reason, but dogs
always seemed better to me. It's not
that 1 disliked cats. I love animals just
as much as the next person. But for
some reason, I have never wanted to
own a cat. So why do I prefer dogs
over cats? 1 used the road trip to delve
deep into the depths of mv noggin to
extract this answer.
1 found that interactivity was my
main reason. Dogs show more person
ality and spunk than cats. I'm not argu
ing that cats don't have a personality:
1 know they do. But for the most part
their personality screams, '"Leave me
alone!" There are those rare instances
where you get cats who act like dogs.
They are always my favorite kinds of
cats. But in that case, I'd rather just
have an actual dog. Unlike cats, dogs
love human company. They will sit
and watch TV with you while you are
lounging on the couch during a lazy
Sunday afternoon. Dogs are content
with keeping you company, a charac
teristic that most, if not all, cats lack.
Along with keeping you company,
dogs are also a good source for en
tertainment. Aside from the classic
game of fetch, dog owners have a
slew of options to keep their dog. and
themselves, physically active. Going
on runs with your canine companion
is a great way to keep your dog and
yourself in tip top shape. The best part
is, your sidekick will motivate you to
keep running.
Since I live at the beach, taking my
dog out to bodysurf in the ocean is a
must. Most canines are adept swim
mers who love to frolic in the water.
There's nothing like catching a wave
onto the'shore with your dog right by
your side. Have you ever had the plea
sure of bodysurfing with your cat? I'd
be willing to bet that you haven't.
My biggest problem with cats is
that they don't do much. Sure you can
watch one play with a ball of yarn,
but if you're just going to watch your
pet. why not get a goldfish? So what if
cats are smarter? As the saying goes,
"ignorance is bliss."

"America's Finest City" is the logo
marked on every police car in San
Diego, but apparently cop cars do not
refer to sports. In a city with only two
mainstream sports teams, the San Diego
Chargers in football and the Padres in
baseball, expectations run high every
year. This is not a Los Angeles or New
York sports scene where fans enjoy a
multitude of teams that play in a variety
of seasons. This is a town where sports Petco Park, home of the San Diego Padres,
Padres saw one of their starting pitch
fans cling to the only teams they can.
The only word to describe the 2007 ers, Chris Young, injured by a line drive
season for San Diego's football and hit by St. Louis Cardinals' first baseman
Baseball teams is heartbreak. The Padres Albert Pujols, a ball that Young, pain
fell one game short in post-season, losing fully, caught with his head.
Looking to forget this disappoint
to the Colorado Rockies in a one game
playoff for a post-season birth, while ment, San Diego fans turned to the
the Chargers fell only one game short Chargers; a team favored by many to
of Super Bowl XLII, losing to the New win the Super Bowl this year; however,
England Patriots in the AFC Champion after a disappointing loss to the Buf
falo Bills, the Chargers find themselves
ship game.
This year's season has come and holding a dismal record of three wins
gone for the Padres, who boasted a 2008 and four losses. The Chargers saw allrecords of 63 wins and 99 losses, one star linebacker Shawne Merriman fall
of the worst records in baseball. The to injury, two ligaments torn in his knee,

FLICKR.COM/FWDM0TI0N
has suffered low attendance all season,

while running back and team leader
LaDainian Tomlinson has not run the
same since injuring his toe in the first
game of the year. With additional in
juries to other key players in the NFL
like New England Patriots' quarterback
Tom Brady and Dallas Cowboys' quar
terback Tony Romo, the NFL has since
become a league with no clear dominant
team.
Thus far, 2008 has not been the sports
year San Diego fans had imagined. All
they can do is continue to lift the spir
its of their teams and say, "maybe next
year."

Welcome to Scott's Ponderdome
SCOTT NOVAK

me and my friends. Whether it was to
.STAFF WRITFR
indulge in a delicious item from your
expansive menu, plan the events of
I hope you enjoyed your weekend as the ensuing evening or regroup after
much as I did, dear reader. Fall break a night of teenage antics, Sonic has
found me at the heart of hedonism and been a key player in my development.
greed, at the zenith of sin and overindul I cannot begin to count the number of
gence, Las Vegas. My companions fell high school nights I spent at the local
victim to the overpowering allure of this Sonic, passing the time with friends and
town, but luckily I was able to stave off reveling in your delectable delights.
That being said, I now want you to
total monetary annihilation. By Sunday, •
I knew I'd be lucky to escape with my know that I think you're a scheming,
meager winnings, let alone my life. I pain-inducing temptress, and I hate you.
sped westward, but soon realized my I hate you! I thought we were friends,
newfound wealth came with an unan Sonic. I thought that we had something
ticipated cohort: a certain maddening special, but obviously I was wrong.
hunger. But not just any food would Why must you taunt me? Why must you
suffice. Only one would do: Sonic. I bully me from afar? You should know
wanted it. I needed it. Satisfying this damn well what I'm talking about, but
yearning meant changing my course, if you don't, I'll tell you, you big jerk.
Whenever I turn on my TV, I'm
and I had already sat in traffic for over
an hour. The idea of more travel time bombarded with countless commercials
on an already painfully long, solo drive for your tasty treats and delicious des
brought a grimace to my bearded face, serts. They drive me mad with hunger
and I decided to voice this latent discon and I wonder how I, Scott Novak, can
tent in a letter to the fiendish fast food fill my grumbling belly with these
wonderful creations. I have to drive to
franchise:
frickin'Anaheim, you sadist! Have you
Dear Sonic,
First off, I just want to say that I'm no scruples? Do you delight in the suf
a huge fan. I love everything about fering of others? I would love to take
Sonic Drive-ins: the retro feel, carhops part in your daily happy hour from 2 - 4
on roller skates, toaster sandwiches, the p.m., but I have to drive 85 miles to do
seemingly endless amount of flavors I so? Ridiculous! You, sir, have the moral
can sprinkle into your already delicious fiber of a praying mantis.
Look, I understand that you are a
drinks, the after-meal peppermints you
give so selflessly to fight off even the business first. I realize that you might
worst cases of fast food breath and of not have the means or the motivation to
expand beyond your limited number of
course, the 99 cent corn dogs.
Sonic has been a huge part of my life, California locations. I can respect that. I
not only by providing delicious food to mean, why should you spend money on
nourish my growing body, but also by a new drive-in when you can just adver
being a wholesome hangout spot for tise out of the area and attract innocent

Sonic loyalists to your far-off locations?
I'm sure it makes more business sense
to lure us like acidheads to the Burning
Man Festival. Real cool, Sonic. Way to
be mature.
Now, it is not my. intent to take pot
shots at your character, though I did
consider it. An onslaught of insults
would most likely be counterproduc
tive, so I have no other choice. I give
up. You win, alright? This letter is a
plea for clemency. This is my white
flag of surrender. You've proved your
point. Now can we be reasonable for a
minute? I beg, nay, beseech you to build
a Sonic in San Diego. Raise that beauti
ful neon sign of red and yellow over our
fair city! Bless us with your tantalizing
presence! Think of how much food I
can buy with the gas money I'd spend
getting to and from Anaheim. That $30
could get a super sonic double cheese
burger meal with tater tots and a Route
44 ocean water, two frito wraps, three
jumbo popcorn chicken packs, an Oreo
Sonic blast, mozzerella sticks, and, of
course, a corn dog. And don't think for a
second I wouldn't because I so would.
Sonic, I hope that you take this cry
for help seriously. I love you, I do, but
if you continue on this path I'm afraid
I will have to extract myself from this
abusive relationship. It won't be easy, of
this I am certain. But I know in my heart
that it's what I must do. I hope that you
take these words to heart. If you do, my
loyalty will know no bounds and your
profits will be piled higher than the chili
and cheese on your extra-long coneys.
Thanks for listening, Sonic. Now quit
being such a dillweed and give me some
goodies.
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Proposition 8: ensures marriage equality for all
modern-day Jim Crow. To amend the
homosexuals in my family. I have versed the question, trying to figure
grown up knowing them as people, out where these guys were coming U.S. Constitution, there needs to be a
STAFF WRITFR
and thus, understand that
from: "What do you two-thirds majority in both houses of
sexual preference has
care? What burden Congress, so, as our founding fathers
Whenever I go home to Santa Bar nothing to do with
would you bear if gay wisely agreed, amendments would
bara for the weekend, I walk down being a good person.
not be easy to pass. But the California
people continue to get
the street to my childhood barbershop I
suppose
I've
married? Plus, it's not state constitution is different. It re
for a haircut and a chat. From local always felt slightly
like preventing them quires only a simple majority by way
old-timers to businessmen in neck embarrassed that gay
from getting married of a voter referendum. All it takes," I
ties, someone is always talking about people would have to
would stop them from said, is "50 plus one to put discrimina
sports, politics or a current event that take time out of their
tion into our state's constitution."
being gay."
nobody seems to care about. So I lives to fight for this
It was then that I noticed a balding
According to my
decided to charge things up a bit and issue, which, to me,
highly
nonscien- man, whom the barber was clearly
provocatively declare that I am going seems like a basic
flattering by seating him, taking a
tific barbershop field
to vote no on Proposition 8. I told my human right.
survey, most were swig of whiskey from his personally
local barbershop that I support gay
This is my
either just gener engraved flask. It was evident that my
people and their right to get married.
stance on the
ally against it or monologue had managed to kill the
I admit, I enjoyed the shock of my issue.
And
felt that there debate. It was over.
older, crew-cut audience, who would clearly the
But on the car ride home, I won
was
some
be likely targets for a Viagra commer h o m o p h o 
r e l i g i o u s dered: Do these men truly believe that
cial. The balding yet lpuff chap in the bia in this
infraction as gay marriage is wrong, or have they
chair next to me asked with a surprised barbershop jk
sociated with simply been socialized to be homo
look, "What do you care? You're a was
run
homosexual phobic? I may never know.
strong young man; what do you care ning high,
But the rest of us Californians have
ity.
"Fine," I
ASHLEY MCLEAN/THE VISTA
about the queers?"
because the
said trying to a choice to make. As students who
Perhaps it's the fact that there are girly-men jokes kept coming. I re- hide my grin, "don't marry a dude." champion an equality that has been
taught to us by nothing less than the
They were not amused.
I don't know what came over me, American dream, I ask you to con
but I decided that it was time to go for sider the discrimination embedded in
the gusto. I tapped my wisdom as a Proposition 8.
What will it say about us as Califor
political science student.
into a wait and see timeline hoping that
"Even if you don't like gay mar nians, who are often national leaders
KYLE STEWART
we can eventually create a demand for
riage," I lectured, "you should vote in tolerance and moral sophistication,
mortgage-backed securities.
STAFF WRITER
no on Proposition 8 because you're if we allow discrimination to enter our
This past week, an even more deliber
a proud American." I figured that a state constitution? As a straight college
The current state of the market in the ate plan of action emerged. It started off
nationalist spin might speak more student, I feel that Proposition 8 isn't
United States can be sufficiently de as a long shot option in subtle language
only about gay rights, it's a referen
strongly to these old-timers.
scribed in one word: distressed. This is of the bailout bill; it is the $250 billion
"Proposition 8 would put a constitu dum on who we are as Californians.
evident in our regular trip to the grocery stock injection into banks, including
Vote no on Proposition 8 and keep
tional ban on gay marriage in the" state
half of this amount to the largest nine
store, to the pump and now the bank.
of California, otherwise known as a our constitution hate free.
A major reason why people don't U.S. banks. This is contrary to the tra
understand the recent bailout bill is that ditional free-market capitalism of the
the majority doesn't know what brought United States to the extent that we are
us to a state of "financial crisis." There not allowing the Darwinian strongest
is no way to pinpoint the exact reason to survive, but instead choosing which
for the state of the economy, but some fruits of our labor get to be harvested.
— An International Education —
It is the Che Guevara option of our
of the factors that contributed to this
perfect storm are free-market capital bailout plan that closely resembles so
ism, a liquidity drought, greed, risk, cialism and most economists favor it.
war, bursting bubbles, debt and specu No bank wants to lend money to the
lation. Our response to this accumula next Lehman Brothers and they are
scared of loaning money to institutions
tion crisis is a bill worth $700 billion.
The centerpiece of the bailout bill destined to go under. The plan is sup
was the Troubled Asset Relief Program posed to boost capital and encourage
(TARP). According to Andy Kessler, lending between-the banks by offering
this means that the government planned unlimited deposit insurance for non-in
on buying all the "bad loans, mortgage- terest bearing accounts. These accounts
backed securities and collateralized are typically used by small businesses
debt obligations that [currently weigh] and most economists will agree, small
down bank balance sheets." But this is business drives the economy. The gov
easier said than done. We don't have a ernment will not retain voting rights
set price for these troubled assets and within the institutions, but will be able
the Treasury would have to essentially to limit dividend payments, private in
pick a price that did not look like a gift vestments and executive compensation,
to the banks, while leaving taxpayers to which is at the highest level since the
Great Depression. This crucial step was
pay the bill.
"For me, St. Clare's was a fantastic introduction into British life and culture. It
On the other hand, when priced too first taken by the United Kingdom and
was also a great addition to my resume and may have helped in my current
since
then,
has
sparked
many
nations
low, the newly bought assets would
appointment for the Financial Times newspaper in London."
force banks to make major write to follow their lead, each with similar
downs and come up with new capital. approaches.
"I don't know where to begin to express how I feel about St. Clare's. It
The U.S. stock injection plan is the
This would fail to solve a major prob
changed my life in a million ways. I learned about myself, and I made friends
lem of the financial crisis. The goal of most promising attempt thus far to
of a lifetime, and we all still keep in touch and even visit each other, which is
the TARP plan was to turn a profit on tackle the crisis, but even this plan has
proof of the strength of our friendships."
these troubled assets over time. We possible problems. Unlike the similar
would create our own market for these Reconstruction Finance Corp. of the
For further information please visit our website:
troubled assets and hope to encourage Great Depression, our current plan has
www,stelares,ac.uk/Hberalarts or
minimal strings attached to the money.
investors to buy them at a fire-sale
Contact: Molly Parkan
price. The question "will it work?" is The focus now should be in favor of the
USD International Studies Abroad Office, Serra 315
not easy to answer, but according to taxpayer and making sure that this $250
email: mollvD(a)sandieao.edu
economics, there is a market for every billion does not end up being a gift with
www,aointernational.sandieao.edu
thing. The result is that we are forced no return.

JESSE AIZENSTAT

Bails, banks and bad assets

St. Clare's, Oxford

Study Abroad in
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St. Clare's International College
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I am currently studying abroad
at University College Cork in Cork,
Ireland. Wandering around the UCC
campus the first few days reminded me
of when I was a freshman trying to find
the infamous Olin Hall.
After some time here, I can say that
life in Cork is relaxing. Instead of run
ning from class to class, our teachers
give us a 20 minute tea break if the
class is longer than an hour. I enjoy
walking to class every day except when
it is raining, which happens at least four
times a week. Overall, it rains approxi
mately 265 days a year in Cork. The
rain has been a little hard to get used
to considering it happens only a handful
of times each year in San Diego. As a
result, I have been forced to retire my
flip-flops. The sun and the great weath
er are two things that I miss about San
Diego. My already non-existent tan has
completely faded, allowing me to blend
in with the Irish students.
When I say I go to school in San
Diego, I am always bombarded by ques
tions about Laguna Beach and Orange
County. Ireland's main programs on
television are either from America or
Australia. Currently, the Irish students
are persuading me to give up secrets
about the new season of "Grey's Anat
omy." They have just seen last year's
season finale, so they're behind Ameri
can viewers.
My favorite part about UCC is the
early start program. The early start pro
gram consists of one class that is taken
before the official school year starts.
Through my class, Irish Ecosystems, I
went on six field trips all over southern
Ireland to look at the different habitats.
It was interesting to see a part of Ireland
that I would not have a chance to ex
plore. Other than travelling, my classes
are similar to those at USD, but now
whenever my professor tells a joke, it
almost always involves a pub.
The best part about studying abroad
is being able to book cheap tickets for
all over Europe on Ryanair. My first trip
was to Italy in late September, so I took
the opportunity to enjoy the sun. While
travelling with my group, we visited all
the traditional tourist locations includ
ing Venice, Pisa and Rome, but my
favorite stop was Cinque Terre. Cinque
Terre is comprised of five small towns
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^6reetinqs from a6roa5...
thai are all built fefto the cliffs. The
|owns reminded me of a simpler and
complicated time. The streets were
!y wide enough for two people to
side by side. In Cinque Terre we
d to each town using a path that
along the end of the cliffs. The
were breathtaking,
r most recent trip was to Galway,
ich is in southwest Ireland. Galway
famous for the Burren and the Cliffs
of Moher. The Burren is a very unique
landscape comprised of limestone
where 75 percent of all native Irish
flowers can be found. The liffs are made
of sandstone with the tallest part being
about 700 feet tall. Although there is a
small path to travel on, there is always a
risk of falling off or being blown away,
but the view is well worth the risk.
Overall, I am so glad that I chose to
study abroad in Cork, and my only
regret about coming is not being able to
get a good burrito.

ence.Eor those who aren't familiar with
it, Morocco is a constitutional monar
chy that survived Ottoman rule, as well
as colonialism by both the French and
Spanish and gained it's independence in
1956. The Morocco of today is a nation
of contrasts: its urban areas has seen in
credible development in the last decade,
yet at least a third of its population still
lives on less than $1 a day and although
its population is 99 percent Muslim, one
can feel the African, Middle Eastern and
European vibes all at once.
Everyday I am amazed by the lan
guage skills of local Moroccans. Al
though the official language is Arabic,
most Moroccans also speak French and
Darija (Moroccan Arabic); many more
speak Spanish, Berber and English, as
well. The fact that so many languages
are spoken usually eases traveling and
day to day interaction here. On the sub
ject of traveling, I have seen and done
things that I never would have imagined
possible in North Africa. Who knew
dd hike, ski and surf (both the
d the desert) in Morocco? Not
I
me. M >rocco, including the Western
Jf
A l m, *
ifahararj territory, is about the size of
|QC^ilifor|ia and is not unlike California's
differin ; climates and regions, with
I Ipountli ns, desert and hundreds of miles
ofjg2j|^ous, undeveloped coastline.
""M/ first month of being in Morocco
also happened to be Ramadan, the
Muslim Holy Month, in which Muslims
reflect on the past year and fast from
before sunrise to just after sunset. It was
incredible to be in a Muslim country
during Ramadan because every day, just
after sunset, all life basically stopped in
order to "f'tour" or "break the fast" with
a special meal. Perhaps my toughest
challenge has been being a vegetarian
in Morocco because vegetarianism is
virtually unheard of here. Often before
ordering a dish, I will ask "Hal bedoun
Ia'hem?" or "Is it without meat?" and I
am often told that it is. However, I come
to find that the dish does in fact have
T chicken or beef in it. I've gotten used
to this and have learned to eat around
whatever meats I happen to be served.
Traveling in Morocco is not difficult,
but it does take effort and planning be
Urate
cause it often involves multiple modes
of transportation to reach one's destina
tion. For the Eid al-Fitr, or the end of
Ramadan holiday, a group of us decided
to travel to the southern coast of Mo
rocco. After 16 hours, three taxis, two
trains and a bus, we arrived in Agadir,
tired, hungry and kind of smelly, but
it was well worth the time and stress.
A1 salaam a'alaykum wa marhaban We spent four days relaxing ancisurfing
men al-Maghreb! Hello and greetings at the beach in a small, Berber fishing
from Morocco! I'm a USD junior and village called Taghazout. Taghazout is
currently studying abroad at A1 Akha- any surfer or beachgoer's paradise bewayn University in Ifrane, Morocco; cause it is cheap, gorgeous ancj Seem"it's a new program for the USD Inter ihgly undiscovered by most travelers.
national Office and 1 am the first USD I estimate that I spent about $t?$0
student to study here. I'm entering my the whole trip, while my frieni
ninth week of living in Morocco and went to Oktoberfest in Germany easily
it has been challenging to adjust to the spent $2,000 on theirs. Other Moroccan
time change, climate, cultural differ cities I have visited include Marrakech,
ences and language barriers. But, it has Fez, Azrou and Meknes. In Fez, I tra
honestly been my best college experi- versed less than a hundred of the me-

-KcuXfon/HoMjeZb '10
immmm o(am™,

dina's 9,000-plus streets and alleyways
and saw the world's oldest institution
of higher learning. .Also, outside of
Meknes, I strolled through the Roman
ruins at Volubilis.
Unlike my friends studying abroad
in London or Madrid, I am not suffer- ,
ing from the weak dollar here in Mo
rocco. In fact, most things are incred
ibly cheap for U.S. standards. Here
are some sample prices for referencebaguette, $0.25; a cheap meal of cous , f
cous and vegetables, $l; an expensive
meal of salad, tajine, desert and tea, $8;
a three-hour train ride, $12; a night in
a hostel, $8. Something that I definitely
miss about the U.S. though is shopping,
or rather, how shopping works in the
states. In Morocco, almost anything you
purchase must be bartered for like taxi
rides, souvenirs, clothes, bottled
cell phones or fruit, and it is always an
experience.
r
In addition to three languages:
Arabic, French and Darija, I am taking
two classes related to North African
politics. It is especially interesting when
the class discussions move from topics
relevant to North Africa, to issues of
American politics. This happens almost
every day, and it is quite an experience
being out of the country during such a
pivotal election. I think the Moroccan
students are just as caught up in the
daily campaign and poll updates as the
American students.
While I have travelling plans for
nearly every weekend until I return
to the state, I also hope to improve
my Arabic skills and further immerse
myself in Moroccan culture for the next
eight weeks. For anyone considering
an alternative study abroad experi
ence, Morocco is an extraordinarily
diverse country, full of beautiful places,
good food, cheap travel and incredible
people. Studying abroad has been both
challenging and rewarding, but most of
all it has been an enlightening experi
ence in the best possible way.
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Ma Saalama! Goodbye!
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The weekly life of a Macquarie Uni
It is opportunities like these, to get I never imagined, like cliff jumping
to know people from around the globe, over a waterfall, riding an elephant to versity student isn't too different from
that makes this program so unique. On an Indian palace and cftge.. diving with that of a USD student, we have classes,
top of that, St. Clare's doesn't have lib-' great white sharks. I have also*8i&.n the papers and presentations. Classes con
eral arts classes on Fridays and many Taj Mahal, which is one of th^jseven sist of lectures and tutorials which both
meet once a week. A lecture happens
j
students don't have classes on Mon wonders in the world.
My experience in India,a huge when a professor presents material to a
days or Thursdays. The school itself
organizes several trips, internationally culture shock. Imagine trash everywhere class and tutorials can be described as
and within England, such as surfing, and crowded streets filled with people, USD-sized classes where the material
horseback riding, seeing musicals and taxis and cows. I quickly discovered is discussed. Almost all of my peers
heading out to places like Stonehenge. how blessed I really am. I think it be haveFridays off, and the workload isn't
Both the professors and the administra come!' easy to complain about trivial nearly as much as it is at USD during the
tion are understanding and supportive matters at USD like the lack of park semester, but that,j| because a greater
ing spaces on campus, how the tram is weight is placed on'finals. For the most
of our trips.
As far as adventures are concerned, never on time or even how La Paloma is part, my professors are comical and
do a great job of interacting with the
the best by faf has been Oktoberfest always jfvtty too crowded.
I have learned that sometimes one students'* despite the auditorium style
with memories of drivfng down the Au
tobahn, iejpiing drinking songs from needs to take a step back and realize how lectures.
Now, the real reason why we trav
locals, exploring the countryside and unimportant some little^problems are
being merry. Everyone should be able and appreciate everything that one has. eled abroad to Australia is for the ex
It has been eight weeks since I started to party in Munich atTEroe'fxjjjnl in their I am becoming aware of how lucky I am perience outside of the classrooms.
be attending 1 rSD in the city of San Since we're only a bus ride away from
studying in Oxford through USD's pro lives. Other fun places to fly ba'&k from
iego. T miss walking around campus, ^downtown Sydney, we definitely take
gram at St. Clare's, and I can say that I right before class are Holland, Ireland.'
have never wanted a California burrito Spain, France and Scotland. Noth seeing the sunset at the hack of the IPJ full advantage of the opportunity and
so badly in my life. All things consid ing beats a weekend in London spent anrnhe^sSb^QBiraSV #jLSurfa^5! try to spend as much time as we can
time, but 1 in the city. From the beautiful Manly
ered, T"m doing well overall. The late exploring the lesser-known places of
can't wait to c
soon!
J Beach, which is a cross between Hun
night snack "substitutes here are sold Oxford.
/
tington shops and the La Jolla beaches,
from little trailers scattered throughout
If you're looking fipr easily accessible
to the myriad of clubs and bars. Another
the' city, serving up steamy "chips," travel, great kebata, Jjr iiifellgctually^
experience was the Sydney Swans AFL
cheeseburgers and what amounts to stimulating setting} fiftT aqfents, pubs
game, also known as rugby in America.
either lamb or chicken on a pita, called and an opportunity to hang 'but and live
Everyone was cheering and going crazy
a "kebab," which is delicious. Besides with people your age from around the
for their respective teams, including
ALU*
the food, Oxford is a friendly college world,Oxford is forTOL
two 5-year-old girls in front of me with
town, which happens to contain the
their
dad. I couldn't help but join in the
oldest university in the English-speak
cheering. Luckily in Australia, it is now
ing world.
approaching summer, so we just had our
While we are housed a good 50
two-week spring break. Another item
minute walk from the center of town, it
on
that list I was referring to earlier was
is only a 10 minute bus ride to the city
make it to New Zealand. Even though
center for shopping, food and night
I
couldn't find anyone willing to drop
life. While Oxford isn't exactly famous
some
cash and travel with me, I decided
for its nightlife, the pubs are welcoming
to go solo. The-whole trip was ridiculous
and lively. They do shut down at 11 p.m.
and
an experience I will never forget.
or midnight though, so after that it's off
From
bungee jumping to snowboarding,
to a club for those wishing to continue
this was a trip I will remember forever.
the night.
With finals only a few weeks away,
As far as the academics go, it seems
my
time abroad in Australia is quickly
that USD has tried hard to make sure that
coming to an end. Although I'm sad, I
the school here is as similar as possible,
am definitely excited to taste the food I
down to the syllabus. To be fair, that
have craved including Chipotle, Jamba
is probably hrffiyi
Juice, Urbane, and more. I am also ex
is compromised of hm *udenfsi
cited
to see my family and friends in
Clare's does! bill itself correctly as an
San
Diego
because I miss them a lot. Fi
ion
education i
internation
f :•
nally, I am looking forward to my trip to
with 40 percent of the enrollment con
Disneyland when I return. But for now,
sisting of
students and the other
my
experience abroad is one that will
60 percent ftjUn outside BritaiB and the
stay with me for the rest of my life.
U.S. The gMt aspect of this program
is that my roommate is from Holland,
Everybody has their a of things to
and I have met students from China,
do before they die. After my time in
Italy, South Korea, Germany, Sweden,
Cairns, Australia, I had checked off a
Belgium, Holland, France and Norway.
Everyone is friendly and welcoming
good portion of my list. Some of those
included holding a cuddly little koala,
regardless of borders, and all students
chilling with the kangaroos and snorhave great enthusiasm in learning about
keling in the Great Barrier Reef. Seeing
different customs. Currently, everyone
here is excited to celebrate the Ameri
I am doing something that less than pictures of the Great Barrier Reef and
one percent of the world gets to do; I am actually being there are two completely
can holiday, Halloween.
While our Italian friends have cooked circumnavigating the globe. I am study different experiences. This was just the
some amazing dishes for us, notably ing abroad in 10 different countries introduction to what would be an amaz
a pumpkin pasta dish, we were able this fall through the Semester at Sea ing semester abroad.
The international students, including
to pool all of our culinary expertise to program. So far I have been to Brazil,
make them chilidogs. A group of us are Namibia, South Africa and India. While me, live in the University Village which
going to go to Italy for our fall break; I am on the ship, I have class almost is similar to the UTAs. We all have our
we have invitations from several of our every day and then when I am in port, own room, bathroom and kitchen, so
friends to visit them at their homes so I am free to do whatever I want. That cooking is something 1 have enjoyed
freedom has allowed me to do things doing.
that their families can cook for us.
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Just Listed! 7 3 4 A v a l o n

5 bedrooms 4 bathrooms - 4,000 sq ft - South Mission Beach - $1,875,000
Gorgeous architectural masterpiece remembered as one time San Diego Home and Garden's
front page featured home! Looking for the quality and care of a luxury home atop Mount
Soledad and can't find it a stones throw from the boardwalk, sandy beach and Pacific Ocean?
Here it is! Nearly 4000 sq ft of open wood beam ceilings, skylights, hand crafted wood
staircase, master retreat with sweeping surf views, helper unit in back and over $100K in
income. You may never see a home like this again!
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ARTS & CULTURE
Musical
Phases

KAITLIN PERRY
A & C FDITOR
Listening to the same artist on repeat
for three months straight may sound
ridiculous to you, but it's a regular
occurrence for me. I go through musi
cal phases every three or four months.
Whether it be according to genre, album
or artist, I'll listen to it until I've deci
phered every single instrument used and
interpreted every single combination of
words and melody.
I firmly believe that musical phases
help to keep me on track with my life. I
am often so busy and overwhelmed that
I can't even manage to listen to a new
song. The phases help keep my mind
relaxed and at ease until it has enough
courage to once again experiment.
My first musical phase was Damien
Rice. His song, "The Blower's Daugh
ter," was on the preview for "Closer,"
and it automatically captured my atten
tion and continued to hold it until I was
introduced to Mason Jennings, whose
style significantly differs from that of
Rice but suited that time in my life per
fectly. Listening to these lesser-known
artists made me feel brave enough to
venture out into the world of indie/alternative rock, and I haven't taken a break
since.
The best part about these phases is
the relationship I develop with the artist.
The longer I listen to them, the more I
relate and the closer I feel to their songs.
For me, moving on to a new phase isn't
necessarily because I got sick of the
songs from the last one, it's because I'm
moving on to a different point in my life,
whether I'm conscious of it or not.
But sometimes, usually when I'm
about to delve into some intense study
ing, I revert back to old phases and fall
in love all over again with a specific
artist or album. Thanks to midterms I
have become re-obsessed with Band
of Horses, a band that carried me for
months last semester on its comfortable
saddle. The songs were comforting and I
felt totally confident in my ability to ace
the headache-inducing test that lay ahead
(and I'm pretty sure I did just that).
My
electronic
music/Radiohead
phase took over my entire summer, and
my experimental rock phase has taken
over my art projects; I'm excited to hear
what phase will take over my day-to-day
life for the next three or four months. My
prediction? Beach House. I'm halfway
there already.
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Take me away again to Margaritaville
AVERY DURNAN
STAFF WR1TFR

There is nothing quite like a Jimmy
Buffet show. Combined with its unique
island escapism mentality, Jimmy's
sonic splendor could make even the most
stressed-by-midterms student forget his
or her scholarly woes, at least for one
night.
As a lifelong fan, 1 have a singular ap
preciation for the madness known as a
Jimmy Buffet concert, a glorified excuse
for partiers young and old (well, rela
tively young to borderline ancient) to
celebrate the Coral Reefer Band in style.
San Diego, being one of the band's fa
vorite venues, a devoted local following
of Parrotheads, hardcore Buffeters, was
out in full force on Oct. 16."Parrot-dice"
as one fan aptly called it, was definitely
achieved last Thursday in Chula Vista.
The current tour, "The Year of Still
Here," is another great addition to the
Jimmy Buffet touring repertoire, a 26song long journey to Margaritaville. In
the world of Parrotheads and land sharks,
margaritas and mayhem, the classic hits
never grow old and the crowd loved the
predictable, yet all together timeless song
lineup. After three decades of touring
together, the Coral Reefer Band knows
how to put on a good show. Except for a'
few additions, the core band has been
backing Buffet since the mid 70s, an
amazing feat considering today's world
of ever-changing band members.
Over the years, Buffett has performed
shows in thousands of cities and has ac
crued quite the international following.
Europeans, Africans and South Ameri
cans alike all appreciate the Jimmy

LEXI NIELSEN

Jimmy Buffett performs a classic in Chula Vista last Thursday. Buffett is currently on
tour with the Coral Reefer Band, which he has been with for over three decades.

Buffet experience. But year after year, Buffet himself, and he loved it.The more
the band returns to San Diego to perform the crowd gave, the more he gave back.
Southern California's best, this time at Thursday's concert was more than a few
the newly renamed Cricket Amphithe hours of music for the fans, it was a love
atre.
fest, an event, an experience.
Despite the size of the venue and
Throughout the night, I heard several
dwindling ticket sales, the place was people referring directly to the "religious
packed. Fans seemed to come out of the experience" they were partaking in.These
woodwork and could hardly be classified fans don't mess around with their dedi
under one umbrella, young and old, rich cation. Going to a Jimmy Buffett concert
and poor, gay and straight, doctors, law isn't only about Jimmy. It's about feeling
yers, they were all present. As diverse as good with thousands of fans sharing a
the crowd was, it wasn't about divisions; bond. It's about escaping the realities of
tomorrow's midterm for a few hours in
everyone was here for the show.
I saw generations of families. One a place where everybody sings, dances,
little girl had a t-shirt on saying this hugs and parties. For those who may be
was her first Buffett concert and her skeptical about the confusingly lavish
Grandpa was the one accompanying her. worship at the Jimmy Buffett alter, you
Fans remained on their feet most of the should probably go to a show and check
night with many attempting to drown out it out for yourself.

Rafter Roberts has "Sweaty Magic"
Playing the new album at The Ruby Room, Rafter doesn't dissapoint
PETER CHO
MANAGING EDITOR
Packed to the brim with hipsters
wielding paper-bag clad PBR tallcans (Pabst Blue Ribbon for the uned
ucated) and faces dripping with sheer
irony, the Ruby Room played host to
The Widows, Rafter and the Grand
Ole Party. Rafter Roberts, the front
man of Rafter, played tracks from his
latest album "Sweaty Magic."
Take a pinch of Hot Chip, a dash
of Of Montreal and a whole hell of
a lot of chaos and the end product
will sound something like "Sweaty
Magic." With music that is sometimes
danceable, other times disconcerting
and most of the time quite enjoyable,
Rafter Roberts had the crowd bobbing
their heads to what one could describe
as musical schizophrenia.
Both his live performances and
albums don't appear to follow any
rhyme or reason and have all the
structure of a Jackson Pollock paint
ing. This isn't to say that the ex
perience wasn't enjoyable. In fact,
coming from the man who helped to
•pwxlticfe-tfte music .Of...artists...ftBchi-as.

Sufjan Stevens and The Album Leaf,
one can't help but wonder if there is
genius underlying the madness.
Rafter's latest endeavor, "Sweaty
Magic," is the first album that seetns
closely knit as far as a theme is con
cerned. Although previous albums
have been pegged more as alternative
or indie rock, this album takes dance,
electronic and a little bit of funk to

create a musical experience that you
could call happy-go-lucky wackiness.
Overall, the album isn't something
that you'll want to listen to while
studying as it will most likely induce
a form of forced ADHD, but if you're
feeling like you want some tracks to
get a tittle crazy to. "Sweaty Magic"
can definitely get the job done.

LIZETH SANTOS

A portrait of Rafter Roberts, capturing his signature creativity and alternative edge.
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Halloween's massive monster
MERCEDES KASTNER
ASST. A&C FDITDR

'PARTY
AREA TO
120 GUESTS
LATE NIGHT
AT THE ZONE
Open Until 2am
FrL&Sot.

3146 Sports Areno Blvd. • San Diego, CA

Two Blocks East of SD Sports Arena!

(619) 221-0100
www.ultrazonesandiego.com
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For over a decade, Monster Massive
has been the ultimate destination for
seekers of Halloween festivity and mis
chievous mayhem; this year promises to
be equally as electrifying.
Located at the Los Angeles Sports
Arena, a venue that can hold upwards of
70,000, the event, on Oct. 25, is certain
to be more than the average Halloween
experience. With smoking areas, a full
bar for adults 21 and over and 24 DJs
performing on several themed dance
floors, the 11th annual Monster Massive
is drawing people from all over the world.
Although the event is taking place the
weekend before Halloween instead of the
night itself, with its impressive line-up
and numerous stages, Monster Massive
is guaranteed to be just as exhilarating as
it has been in years past. Last year, the
event sold out, and with over a million
hits on their website and internet buzz
at a maximum, it's likely the event will
once again be packed to capacity.
Along with it's obvious attraction of
ravers and techno music junkies, this year
the event is also attracting young col
lege kids just looking for something out
of the ordinary. In addition to intricate
light shows and intense sound and visual
delivery on the dance floors, Monster
Massive will feature a line-up with some
of the most globally recognized names in
electronic, techno and dance music.
In the evocatively named "House
of Horror" section, Pete Tong from the
United Kingdom, Felix Da Housecat,
Antoine Clamaran from France, Barry
Weaver and DJ Reza will be perform
ing, while Steve Lawler, James Lavelle,
Audiofly (an epic talent from Spain)

and other underground techno favorites
will be slaying the dance floor in the
"Phantom Chamber." Felix da Housecat's performance in particular has been
anticipated, as he rarely appears at such
mainstream events.
Conjuring up colossal sounds in the
"Tomb of Doom," will be notorious dance
music genius Paul Van Dyk, alongside
Markus Schulz, Swedish Egil, John O.
Callaghan and BBC Radio's Judge Jules.
Van Dyk, a Grammy nominated producer
and globally renowned DJ, became popu
lar in the world of mainstream pop for his
exceptional remixes of Britney Spears'
"Gimme More" and Justin Timberlake's
"What Goes Around... Comes Around,"
as well as in the alternative realm with
his remix of Depeche Mode's "Martyr."
The Devil's Dungeon, a private VIP area,
offers complimentary (non-alcoholic)
refreshments, separate entrances and
exclusive backstage access as well as an
open vodka bar and beer on tap for those

showing proper identification. The final
floor, called the "Witches Woods," will
be feature several DJs from Holland and
the United Kingdom as well as the Los
Anggles area.
Tickets are on sale at ticketmaster.
com for both general admission and VIP
sections, although the price has gone up
considerably. If you would like to go,
be aware of the list of items that have
been banned, including writing utensils
to avoid graffiti and open cigarette packs
to prevent attendees from bringing in
marijuana and other drugs. Costumes
are strongly encouraged, although a
dress code prohibiting spikes and chains
is in effect.
If you want to avoid the same old
college parties this weekend and instead
take part in something more unique, take
a trip down to Los Angeles and experi
ence the flood of light and sound that is
Monster Massive. For more information,
check out monstermassive.com.

GOVENTURES.COM
One of the many packed dance floors at the 2007 10th annual Monster Massive.

"Water for Elephants" and a life in the circus
Sara

Gruen's
book portrays an elderly man's memories

ERIN HERNANDEZ
STAFF WRITFR

3880 Convoy St., #102

30% Off
on all entrees!!
Hot include beverages or
dessert.
Not vdidwih any otheroffer. One
ccruponperpary. Valid anfy at the San
Diego Store. Please pre sentthe coupon
upon ordering.
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Aerialists in sparkling sequined
outfits, laughing faces of clowns and
exotic animals usually come to mind
when thinking of circuses. Jacob
Jankowski, however, remembers the
darker side of circus life from his time
traveling with the Benzini Brothers'
"Most Spectacular Show on Earth" in
the summer of 1931.
As a resident of an assisted living
home in Sara Gruen's book "Water for
Elephants," he struggles to regain his
independence and tries to cope with
the fact that he can no longer do what

he once was capable of.
News of a visiting circus breaks the
seemingly endless monotony of his
days as a ninety-something forced to
accept the help of others to complete
his daily activities. His dreams bring
him back to a time when he was left
distraught and destitute by his parents'
death. He resorts to hitching a ride on
a train, not even bothering to finish his
final exams for his veterinary degree.
This decision seems to be a stroke of
luck since he jumps onto a train car
connected to a traveling circus in des
perate need of a vet.
Once immersed in circus life, he is
caught up in the workers' dichotomy
and rivalries with the show performers,
but finds himself unable to conform to
the unwritten rules that prohibit interac
tion between the two separate groups.
His conscience suffers the most as he
notices several workers disappearing
overnight due to redlighting. Work
ers who have become extra mouths to
feed are thrown off the moving train,
which often results in fatal injuries.
The ringmaster, Uncle Al, in his
never-ending attempt to imitate the
Ringling Brothers Circus' level and

superiority, acquires an elephant.
However, her tricks are limited to
eating and' sleeping. Jankowski must
find a way to make Rosie valuable to
the show or else she will continue to
bear the brutality of August, the animal
handler.
Jankowski first comes to admire
August and his enthusiasm for animals
and performances. He soon comes to
realize that August has two sides, quite
like the show itself. On the outside he
is charming and pleasant, but behind
the scenes he is harsh and unforgiv
ing. Tension between the two charac
ters quickly rises as August notices a
growing attraction between his wife
Marlena and Jankowski.
Gruen crafts a wonderful and
compelling story of love, murder and
endurance in her novel "Water for
Elephants." Her choice of words and
characters reflect the time she spent
carefully constructing this book. The
sarcasm and wit of the elderly, cynical
Jankowski will delight readers to no
end. His anecdotes of life on the tracks
as a circus veterinarian will shock
and delight the readers, making them
wonder how his tale ends.
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TodaysBigThing.com is this week's big thing
A website that adds the best of the best online videos daily for your entertainment needs
is a website dedicated to Rachel Zoe- videos. I guess the variety is there for
isms, as I like to call them and in fact picky people, but when I peruse this
they are numerous. As you can see, I site I mostly stick to TBT, as it pretty
was clearly too busy to get down to much encompasses all the categories
business and write this column about in one.
The reason I found this site worthy
cool websites.
of
attention came first and foremost
Well, now it's crunch time, which
means introducing you to TodaysBig- when I discovered the "Lil' Bill
Thing.com. That's it. Really. A web O'Reilly" video. Debuted on Oct. 2,
site devoted to finding random, inter it features a little kid, probably about
esting videos every single day. "Psh," 6 or 7 years old, doing a near-perfect
you say to yourself. "I already know impression on the No-Spin commen
how to type YouTube into my browser tator himself. Anyone on the USD
and search for funny videos. I know campus who grew up in a fairly con
CARRIE WIDDER
FunnyorDie.com. I've seen 'Shoes,' servative family and I know there's a
•STAFF WRITFR
laughed at Pearl, and have somehow fair amount that did, knows O'Reilly
been sucked into LonelyGirll5 - I'll can be intense, to say the least. Seeing
a little kid angrily shouting, "If you
admit it. Why is this any different?"
don't
support the troops, you're on
Well, on the surface it's not that
I started off writing this column
about how I frequent websites when different. But delve a little deeper into my cowards list. Love it, or leave it,
I should really be doing other things. the site and you may be surprised at and when you leave it, take the queers
Usually, I should be writing papers how many truly hilarious videos you with you," oddly makes me fall out
and studying German prepositions, will find. Every day, the site updates of my chair laughing. No matter what
when instead I find myself on pre with a new, random video. No rhyme side you support, you will love this
viously mentioned sites (Bakerella, or reason, it's just amusing, interest clip.
My other favorite, should you
CollegeCandy, etc.). Well, my pro ing, cute, funny or completely bizarre
crastinating has finally expanded to and twisted. As they say themselves choose to visit Today's Big Thing,
this very column. I surfed the internet on the about page, it's pretty simple: are the videos by the man dubbed
all day and put off writing this for no "Every day, we find the best thing on Mr. Chi City. This suave talker's first
reason other than I deemed myself the Internet and put it on this site. Just video shows how he picks up ladies
too busy to do so and occupied myself one thing, for each category, each day. by having an array of beverages in
his fridge. From Snapple's for "the
with today's site, along with Googling Yep, that's it."
suburban
chicks," to Cherry Coke for
The categories include, TBT
the aftermath of Mercury in retro
grade (another day, another tale, my (today's big thing), entertainment, "the hood chicks," Arizona Iced Tea
friends), and of course, seeing if there sports, technology, music and funny for "the classy, boozy, hood chick,"

"The Secret Life of Bees"

and Lipton Green Tea for the holistic,
vegetarian, I:don't-eat-meat, Erykah
Badu type." You can just tell he has
really thought out his game plan and
he just has a passion for keeping his
fridge well stocked for the women
folk. I love this guy. If you become as
big a fan as I am, he has his own web
site as well: MrChiCity.com, where
you can catch the rest of his digital
camera homemade movies. I would
recommend watching his "McDon
alds Dollar Menu Millionaire" video,
where he proceeds to buy every item
off the dollar menu. It's like watching
the "Unforgiveable" YouTube guy,
except I'm pretty sure Mr. Chi City is
serious, which makes it all the better.
With regular updates Monday
through Sunday, TBT's one to put
down on the tool bar for good. Set
down whatever you're doing and go
to TodaysBigThing.com. I too have
experienced the wrath of midterms
and I understand that once and a
while, we need a good laugh on our
study break. Even something to pro
long writing that essay another hour.
If you're going to be distracted by
something, don't just hit up Facebook
for the 30th time, constantly refresh
ing the page. Make it something
funny and worth your while. Let Mr.
Chi City be the one responsible for
your wasting your time today.

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY |

Now homemade honey can help a girl

LAUREN MILLSLAGLE
STAFF WRITFR

"The Secret Life of Bees" is about
Lily Owens, played by Dakota Fan
ning and her journey to find a sense of
self through uncovering her deceased
mother's past.
The film is set in the early 1960s
in the heat of the civil rights move
ment. Owens leaves behind her surly
ill-tempered father whom she cannot
even call "dad" and hits the road with
her only friend, Rosaleen, played by
Jennifer Hudson, who is also her Af
rican American housekeeper. A few
of Owens' mother's possessions lead
the girls to a bright pink house where
three African-American sisters live.
The sisters, May, June and August
Boatwight make their living by pro
ducing the best honey in South Caro-

Tina in their very own beehives.
Owens starts to grow in her new
environment without her father's op
pression and coldness. Once she starts
to become confident in her surrogate
family of African-American women,
she is ready to start facing her uncertainity and feelings of abandonment.
Owens wants so badly to believe
that her mother loved her, but cannot
shake the mean things her father has
said. She relies on the comfort and
guidance of August, played by Queen
Latifah, to help her come to terms
with the reality of the situation.
This film is a softer take on the civil
rights movement. The brutal racism
of the 1960s is kept to a minimum and
the attitude that "love conquers all" is
kept alive throughout the entire film.
Fanning does a superb job playing
an endearing 14-year-old looking for
love. Her performance overshadows
the work of her older and more expe
rienced co-stars. The film as a whole
is light-hearted and is easy to like.
With that being said, it is a bit of a
cookie cutter film.
1 feel like I have seen too many
movies about the 1960s where against
odds, a strong relationship is formed
between a loving black person and a
conflicted white person. This is not
a bad formula and, as I have stated,
this film is very likable. Nonetheless,
I can't help but feel like I've seen it
all before.

YOU CAN MAKE A WORLD
OF DIFFERENCE.

NATIONAL CLANDESTINE SERVICE CAREERS

Be a part of a mission that's larger than all of us. The CIA's National Clandestine
Service seeks qualified applicants to serve our country's mission abroad. Our careers offer rewarding,
fast-paced, and high impact challenges in intelligence collection on issues of critical importance
to US national security. Applicants should possess a high degree of personal integrity, strong
interpersonal skills, and good written and oral communication skills. We welcome applicants from
various academic and professional backgrounds. Do you want to make a difference for your country?
Are you ready for a challenge?
All applicants for National Clandestine Service positions must successfully undergo several personal
interviews, medical and psychological exams, aptitude testing, a polygraph interview, and a background
investigation. Following entry on duty, candidates will undergo extensive training. US citizenship
required. An equal opportunity employer and a drug-free work force.
For more information and to apply, visit; www.cia.gov

THE WORK OF A NATION. THE CENTER OF INTELLIGENCE.
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Kings of Leon rule again Tussle's new album is creamy
an excellent job of switching up the
vocals on the new album. The album's
MEREDITH SCHNEIDER
first offical single, "Sex, On Fire," has
STAFF WR1TFR
a strong Bruce Springsteen-like quality
as he strains his voice after each line.
The energy is undeniable; it is the type
Hailing from Tennessee, Kings of of song that can be played in any envi
Leon have released four mainstream ronment and get people moving. It has
albums to date under a band named after been a hit already; released as their first
the father of three of the band members. single on Sept. 8, it earned them their
Although they formed the band in 2000, first top 10 hit.
their discography consists of "Youth
"Crawl" brings the band back to
and Young Manhood" from 2003, "Aha the synthesizer, blending a plethora of
Shake Heartbreak" from 2005 and sounds to create something unique. It
"Because of the Times" from 2007. begins with a strong beat on the drum,
Their newest release, "Only By Night," which is quickly drowned out by com
puter-generated sound. There are lines
graced shelves this September.
The Kings of Leon can be branded in this song, as well as in their others,
in a variety of different ways. Their last that seem as though they were composed
album, "Because of the Times," earned out of a rhyming dictionary and have no
them more recognition than their previ further meaning. "Cause the rat and the
ous albums had, debuting at the top spot fly/They're searching for an alibi," is a
in the charts in the United Kingdom prime example of elementary rhyming.
and Ireland and at No. 25 in the United
"17" is a track that starts out with a
States.
soulful vibe. Unlike some Kings of Leon
Over the years, their style has devel songs, it follows through with its origi
oped from a raspy, southern sound to a nal promise and sticks with the sound
more polished sound that can be com that it opens with. With strategically
pared to that of U2, with whom they have placed chimes and poignant guitar, the
toured and consider a great inspiration. song marks itself as a crowd favorite.
Some might say that they are becoming
Not quite classifiable,.Kings of Leon
too mainstream and losing touch with have released an album worthy of a
their roots, but their fan base seems to myriad of appraisals. "Because of the
have increased consistently through the Times" was somewhat bothersome for
release of their new album. In fact, "Be fans because it sounded identical to U2,
cause of the Times" has earned them so the changes that come in the new
their second No. 1 release in the United album render positive for most listeners.
Kingdom. Seems as though these boys It is clear that the Followill boys are still
are only picking up the pace.
working on the development of their
Lead singer Caleb Followill does own sound.

CHELSEA PACINO
STAFF WRITF.R
Tussle, an electronic jam band
from San Francisco, recently released
their current album, "Cream Cuts."
The album consists purely of beats
and strategically placed instrumental
cameos. Without any words or lyrics,
the emphasis is totally on sound.
The vibe is low-key, perfect for a
lounge type setting or background
party music, but do not expect it to

make you want to dance. There are
some interesting tracks, for example
"Transparent C," that make you think
you have stumbled upon a hidden mu
sical treasure.
The uncomplicated rhythms get
to be a little repetitive in tracks like
"Meh-teh," making you wish you
could grab some drumsticks and take
the song where it should go.
Overall, the album is worth a
listen, especially if you are looking
to broaden your musical horizons.
Another song with potential: "Night
of the Hunter."

MM

. . . .
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GABRIEL WHEELER

Tussle's latest, "Cream Cuts," released in July, suits those ready to broaden their
musical horizons, just don't expect to want to get up and dance.

Introducing...
"USD Monday Night
Study Break"...
Between 8:00 p.m. and closing
on Monday receive a 20%
discount on all dine in and
pick up orders with your USD
ID. Not valid on delivery orders.
May not be used in conjunction
with any other special offers or
coupons.

Artisan pizzas, salads, sandwiches and pastas

Mm

AZUSA PACIFIC
U N I V E R S I T Y

MYEISHA PEGUERO GAMINO, MAHOD '03
Vice President and Corporate Giving Manager
Washington Mutual, Inc.

What's your journey?
APU's graduate business degree reinforced Myeisha's desire to be a leader of
change through Washington Mutual's community programs.
To learn more about Myeisha's inspiring story, and to explore the accelerated and
traditional MBA and Master of Arts in Human Resource and Organizational
Development programs:
www.apu.edu/explore/sbm

Dine in, pick up and delivery all day
11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. daily
Online ordering at www.zoizza.com

zpizza Linda Vista/USD
Located in The Village at Morena Vista
5175 Linda Vista Road, Suite 106
San Diego, CA 92110

(619) 272-0022

(866) 209-1559
sbmgrad@apu.edu

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT » Graduate Programs
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Women's soccer sweeps Bay Area foes

KIVA HERMAN

STAFF WR1TFR

Early Christmas for Dallas
ERIC EBNER

ASST. SPORTS FD1T0R
For my first article in The Vista, I
would like to write about something
that most sports fans do not care about:
the Detroit Lions. Being from Michi
gan, near Detroit, I was speechless as
the "Lie-downs" disappointed me once
again and lost their most beloved player
in the last decade. On Oct. 18 the Lions
traded their star wide receiver Roy Wil
liams to the Dallas Cowboys. Dallas
will give up three NFL draft picks
including one first rounder for the Pro
Bowl caliber wide reciever.
Since 2001, the Lions have been a
NFL worst 31-84 under their former
general manager Matt Millen. Granted,
Millen was given the reins to a terrible
team back in 2001, but once upon a
time, the city of Detroit had all the opti
mism in the world.
Improving from year to year, they
drafted Williams from Texas as their
first round draft pick in 2001. This
turned out to be the best draft choice
the Lions have made in the last half of
a decade. For as long as I have been a
Lions fan, Williams has been the bright
spot of the team. Each year he contin
ued to make highlight-reel grabs while
giving the Lions hope for the future.
Yet, the future never arrived. As
Detroit cycled through different quar
terbacks, coaches and dud draft picks
such as Mike Williams from USC and
Charles Rogers from' Michigan State,
Roy Williams stayed the course of ex
cellence.
Furthermore, while the team strug
gled, he kept his head high and spoke
only about improvement and potential.
He has been consistently on record as a
Detroit man and loved playing for the
usually terrible Lions. Other than Barry
Sanders, I have never seen another
player throughout the Lions' history
that was more loved. The team and even
the city rallied around his enthusiasm
when there was no hope for the team.
Earlier this year he told a reporter that
he would love to play in Detroit for the
rest of his career, a opinion that is not
shared with anyone in the NFL. Before
his final season in Detroit, Williams had
expressed hope that the team would tag
him as a franchise player and lock him
into a long-term deal.
As the Lions went 0-5, they lost
their season and the hope for their best
player. The "Lie-downs" continue to top
themselves as they cement their spot as
the worst managed, coached and per
forming team in the NFL. Detroit may
end up benefiting from the three draft
picks for Williams, but it is a sad end
to an underachieving era in Detroit. His
honesty, talent, enthusiasm, work ethic
and personality will be sorely missed.

The women's soccer team, ranked
15th in the NCAA, improved to a 3-0
record in WCC play in a sweep of the
Bay Area visiting opponents, San Fran
cisco and St. Mary's. With both victo
ries, the Toreros now improve to 11-3-2
overall and have won four consecutive
matches.
On Friday evening, the Toreros
defeated the San Francisco Dons 1-0,
who now fall to a 5-8-2 overall season
record and 0-2 WCC action. Stephanie
Ochs led the way for San Diego, with
her third goal of the season in the 65th
minute.
San Diego outshot the Dons 17-1
and took a 7-1 advantage in corner
kicks. Brittney Cameron had another
outstanding performance as she had
one save and allowed no goals whereas
the Don's goalkeeper Kelly Pohle was
saddled with the loss for San Francisco
as she allowed one goal and recorded
seven saves.
Following Friday evening's vic
tory the Toreros kept up their energy on
Sunday afternoon in a victory over the
visiting Gaels of St.Mary's. The Toreros
were led by outstanding play from their
senior class. Senior strikers Jen Mello
and Amy, Epsten each scored a goal to

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Senior forward Amy Epsten drivesagainst USF. Epsten has been one of the Toreros
most reliable players this season. She is currently second on the team in points.

carry the Toreros in a win 2-0 over the
Gaels.
Mello scored the game-winner at the
76th minute mark, with a cross field
pass from sophomore midfielder Jackie
Zinke where she kicked the ball into the
upper far side of the goal to give her team
the advantage. This was Mello's ninth
goal of the season and gave USD the
only goal they would need. The second
goal was scored by Epsten who kicked
the ball on the pass into the upper right

side of the goal to put USD up 2-0, the
final score of the game. Mello picked up
the assist on the play.
The Toreros outshot the Gaels 265. Cameron repeated her efforts from
Friday's game in another stellar per
formance as she allowed no goals and
recorded no saves.
The Toreros will return to action to
morrow as they head up to Malibu to
face Pepperdine University (6-8-2, 1-2
WCC) in a 3 p.m. WCC match.

Toreros easily hand WCC opponents losses

GYNO POMARE

STAFF WRITFR
With a pair of wins this weekend the
women's volleyball team has improved
to 14-3. The 20th ranked Toreros have
beaten the Santa Clara Broncos and St.
Mary's Gales. Ashton Basch had a pair
of great games in order to help lift the
Toreros to victory over their conference
opponents.
In an impressive win over the Bron
cos four Toreros had double-digit kills.
Torrey Ellic had 11 kills, Ali Troost
put in 12, Amy Degroot had 15 kills
along with T1 digs giving her a double
double, and Basch led the Toreros with
a commanding game best 17 kills on the
night. Despite the four players getting
double-digit kills the Toreros would
drop a match.
During set one, neither team backed
down and the match remained close
until the end. With the match tied at 22
apiece, SCU would take match one on
a 3-1 run.
The second set was similar to that
of the first. The match was even until
about halfway through with the score
11-8 in favor of the Toreros, after which
the team would go on another run and
eventually take the match winning 2517.
In set three the Toreros and SCU
would battle it out again with the score
tied early in the match. Both teams
would go on runs never really getting
much of an edge on the other. The
match was close late with the Toreros
up 18-16 before the Toreros took over
and won out the match 25-22.

In the final set the game remained
close all the way until late. Both teams
tried gaining an advantage over the
other but neither would get much of a
lead. The game was tied at 22 all until
the Toreros finally pulled it out giving
them a hard fought victory over the
SCU Broncos.
In the match against the Gaels of St.
Mary's Basch and Degroot would both
record a game best 15 kills. Degroot
would also record 12 digs on the match
giving her another double double on the
weekend.
Set one the game was tied at 11 until
a run by the Toreros to give them a
five-point lead later in the match. The
Toreros would win the match with a
comfortable 25-18 win.
Late in set two the Toreros led 14-8.
The match never really got close, as the
Toreros would win out the match 25-

16.
The third set the game was close up
until the end. Both teams battled back
and forth taking the lead at various times
in the match. The Gales would eventu
ally win out the third match 25-23 and
avoid a sweep.
In the fourth set senior Breanne "Bri"
Ogden set up Torrey Ellic with a fan
tastic set to spark the Toreros on a run
to open the match. The Toreros would
never look back as they won the match
25-16 giving them the victory over the
Gaels.
The Toreros return home this week to
face Pepperdine today, and face Loyola
Mary mount on Oct. 25. The Toreros are
currently 4-1 in WCC Conference play,
and are looking to pick up two more
conference wins this week.

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Senior Jaimarie Sutherland has been one
of the team's top players, but is currently
suffering an injury. In order for the Toreros
to be successful this year, Sutherland
must get healthy soon.
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WCC Men s Basketball 2008-2009 Season Preview
By Raymond Ayala
Editor
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BASKETBALL
Head Coach: Kerry Keating
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Head Coach: Rex Walters
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Head Coach: Eric Reveno
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Head Coach: Tom Asbury
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Strengths: Gonzaga has been the king
of the college mid-majors for almost a
decade now and it does not appear as
if anything will change in the years to
come. Weaknesses: Gonzaga had some early
bad news this year, as sophomore for
ward Austin Daye went down with a
knee injury. Losing Daye would hurt

Gonzaga tremendously, as he is their
most skilled player and a potential firstround draft pick in the 2009 NBA Draft.
According to head coach Few, Daye is
still taking it easy on the court.
Preview: This season, the Gonzaga
Bulldogs play one of the most challeng
ing schedules in the entire country; they
will play Oklahoma State, Maryland,

Arizona, UConn, Tennessee and Mem
phis. Though Gonzaga may not win
as many non-conference games as in
previous seasons, they will once again
be able to dominate the bottom half of
the WCC. Gonzaga should be a lock to
make the NCAA Tournament this year,
regardless of whether they get upset for
the conference crown.

Strengths: Last year, an underdog
Saint Mary's team beat Oregon and of
ficially put themselves on the national
radar. The Gaels possess one of the
top point guards in college basketball,
Patty Mills, who is returning for his
sophomore year.

Preview: St. Mary's will play a tough
tournament in Anaheim to begin their
non-conference schedule and then
later play Kent State, San Diego State,
Oregon and Southern Illinois, all in a
two-week span. St. Mary's is a solid
team and returns many players from

their NCAA tournament team last year,
but they are going to have to win the
big games in the conference this year
in order for them to have success. Saint
Mary's most likely will appear hungry
for a win in the NCAA tournament in
March.

Strengths: This Toreros squad is unlike
any other in the school's history. The
Toreros have every player returning
from their 2007-2008 season in which
they finished as the WCC champions
and held a 22-14 overall record. Start
ing point guard Brandon Johnson will
be the catalyst of the USD offense this
season. Head coach Bill Grier had no
problem praising the WCC talent level
at the point guard position: "Brandon
was MVP of the conference tournament
and he is definitely one of the many
good point guards that our conference

has." The Toreros will also be relying on
senior forward Gyno Pomare and junior
guard De'Jon Jackson to help Johnson.
Pomare was on fire in the NCAA Tour
nament and Jackson emerged as a clutch
shooter in the game against UConn. The
Toreros round out their starting lineup
with two sophomores, Trumaine John
son and Rob Jones, to solidify what is
considered to be one of the most experi
enced lineups in the NCAA.
Preview: The schedule this year for
the Toreros includes a couple of tough
games. They open up their season at

UNLV, then play Nevada at home in a
tough stretch of games that concludes
with the Paradise Jam Tournament.
The schedule will also include games
against San Diego State, Oregon and a
bracket buster game where the opponent
is chosen in the middle of the season.
The Toreros have a long road ahead of
them and if the team can find the abil
ity to be consistent and string together a
group of big wins, they may be dancing
again in March, regardless of whether
they win the WCC tournament or not.
Go Toreros!

Strengths: The Broncos are improved
this year and will be led by a WCC
Preseason All-Conference Player, John
Bryant. Earlier this year, the Santa
Clara star was stabbed in an off-campus
incident, but according to head coach
Kerry Keating, he is getting better. This
has to be a sigh of relief to Santa Clara
fans, as Bryant is expected to be their

main contributor.
Preview: The Broncos schedule is not
very challenging, but it does include
games against UNLV and UAB, with a
shot at playing Arizona later on in the
tournament. Keating was a bit surprised
to find out his team was picked to finish
fourth in the WCC: "It shows that they
[WCC] have respect for our team by

ranking us fourth in the conference."
Santa Clara's easy non-conference
schedule will make them look better
than they actually are. Santa Clara will
probably have some success in the nonconference season, but when the WCC
games approach, their inexperience at
the point guard position will lead to an
other average season.

Strengths: The San Francisco Dons
are a team that always seems to find its
way to the middle of the pack in this
conference. USF hired Rex Walters
as their new head coach last year and
inherited one of the conferences top
players, junior forward Dior Lowhorn.

Walters was happy to talk about his star
player: "Dior is really talented. He is
committed from a defensive standpoint.
All he needs to do is take advantage of
his teammates."
Preview: Though USF has a relatively
easy non-conference schedule, they

will not be able to keep up with the
likes of Cal, USC and Boston College.
The Dons are an improving squad with
a young and talented head coach, but
their lack of discipline in play will lead
to their demise once again this upcom
ing season.

Strengths: Head coach Eric Reveno
thinks the Portland Pilots are showing
signs of improvement and he expects a
lot out of his players this season: "We
want to see results. I'm extremely ex
cited about our returning players." Ac
cording to Reveno, the Pilots are going
to rely heavily on sophomore forward
Luke Sikma: "[he] is going to be key for
us this season."

Weaknesses: The Portland Pilots have
recently gained the unfavorable reputa
tion for consistently finishing near the
bottom of the WCC. The Pilots com
pleted their previous season in seventh
place and were eliminated in the first
round of the WCC tournament.
Preview: The Pilots have a tough nonconference schedule this year with
games against Washington, Nevada,

BYU and Oregon. They will also have
to rely on junior guard Nic Ravio and
junior forward Robin Smeulders for re
liable offensive production. Both play
ers return to the team after they led the
team in points per game last season. If
Portland plans on being a respected op
ponent in the WCC this year, they need
to improve their defense and be smarter
on offense.

Strengths: Loyola Marymount, in a
move to revamp the program, hired a
head coach with East Coast roots and
NBA experience, Bill Bayno. He inher
its a young team and is excited to see
the men in action: "They are going to
take some lumps, but I am looking for

ward to helping them grow."
Weaknesses: Bayno brought twoformer
four-star recruits with him to LMU, but
both Drew Viney from Oregon and
Larry Davis from Seton Hall are in
eligible this season due to NCAA rules
that require transfer players to sit out a

season.
Preview: LMU faces several tough op
ponents including Arizona, UCLA and
Notre Dame, but should improve on
their 2007-2008 record of 5-26. Still,
it looks like another season without a
post-season appearance for the Lions.

Strengths: After head coach Vance Walberg quit in the middle of last season,
Pepperdine replaced Walberg with one
of the winningest coaches in its history,
Tom Asbury. He inherits a team with
talent that includes six freshmen, three
sophomores and three seniors. Asbury
emphasized the fact that the team is

inexperienced: "We are going to be
extremely young, but we are going to
build this thing the right way."
Preview: Pepperdine will face a sig
nificant challenge when playing against
difficult teams such as Arizona, USC
and Georgia Tech. In all likelihood,
they will be too young to make any sig

nificant noise in the WCC this season
and can use this year as a solid founda
tion for a run at the confertence title in
years to come. Although the Pepperdine
Waves are improving, the team lacks the
sufficient experience needed for success,
and will most likely have a disappointirig finish.

Next Week: WCC Women's Basketball 2008-2009 Preview

